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ABSTRACT 
There has been an encouraging awareness of the need for more sustainable transportation particularly for 
freight transport that has resulted from the continuing increases in global trade and business 
internationalisation. This is mainly driven by the related issues concerning greenhouse gas emissions and 
dependency on fossil fuel. The expansion in the worldwide High-Speed Railway (HSR) systems has 
provided a reliable opportunity for freight transportation. The HSR has the ability to move goods in a more 
efficient, safe and cost-effective way, which can improve trade links in Europe and the rest of the world.  
Many countries have developed HSR systems but such systems are mostly used for passenger transport 
despite their haulage capacity. This research investigates the future possibility of shifting freight from 
airlines onto HSR, by analysing the operational and technical constraints associated with freight traffic. 
Most of the data was gathered from on-line sources and related research publications concerning a selected 
set of worldwide HSR systems. The outcome of this research may contribute to the development of suitable 
solutions that may improve the economic, environmental and social sustainability of transport systems.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The worldwide increases in trade and related activities mean that freight needs to be transported 
over long distances in a more sustainable way. Freight also has a tendency to move from areas of 
specific economic activities, industrial areas and ports to centres that have a high density of 
population. The increasing amount of express delivery offers the opportunity for HSR to play a 
significant role in this supply chain. Deploying the HSR to transport time-sensitive and high-
value freight can have substantial impact on the short-haul aviation market.  The HSR provides 
significant number of seats for passengers and can also provide large capacities for freight. The 
HSR may transport freight on short and medium distances to relieve congestion at airports. The 
average flight route distance in Europe is around 500-600 km. Such distance means that the HSR 
can be very competitive with air transportation. In order to develop an effective HSR, there is a 
need for huge investment.  
The majority of HSRs are unprofitable but shifting the high-value and time-sensitive freight from 
air and road onto HSR can sufficiently increase the load factor of HSR lines and increase the 
revenues of HSR systems in addition to reducing the external costs of building and operating 
HSRs. Express operators barely cover the cost of air fares in express delivery and they are looking 
for a more economical way of transportation. The operational cost of HSR is much less than that 
of air transport in addition to the fact that shifting freight to HSR will reduce the transportation 
costs, congestions and emissions. Building new airports or expanding existing ones may not be 
the solution for the transportation problems.  The solution must lay in an integrated approach of 
transportation when transport modes, instead of competition, work together and complement each 
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other. The main objective of this paper is to discuss the main benefits and constraints of shifting 
freight from airlines to HSRs in order to understand the demand side of this new opportunity for 
HSR and helps develop an empirical framework for the freight HSR service concept.  
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the purpose of the 
research and the methodology used. Relevant literature is reported in Section 3 whilst Section 4 
describes the increases in demand for express delivery services. Section 5 discusses the growing 
congestions at airports. The current situation concerning freight transportation by HSR is reported 
in Section 6. Section 7 presents a concept for freight transportation using HSR. A brief summary 
and conclusions are given in Section 8. 
 
2 AIM AND METHODOLOGY 
The aim of this research is to investigate the future possibility of shifting freight from roads and 
airlines onto HSR by analysing the operational and technical constraints associated with freight 
traffic. The secondary data methodology has been used to prepare this paper. Most of the data 
was gathered from on-line sources and related research publications concerning a selected set of 
worldwide HSR systems. The outcome of this research contributes to the developing of suitable 
solutions for freight transportation that may improve the economic, environmental and social 
sustainability of transportation modes. 
 
3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
There has been a relatively limited number of publications on freight transport using HSR. In 
general, this may be reflected in the decreasing share of freight transported by railways in many 
parts of the world. However, the continuing increases in the rapid online shopping and delivery 
mean that HSR systems have a huge opportunity to increase its share of freight transport. 
Ruamsook [1] reported that the most environmentally damaging element of supply chains is 
freight transportation. In the majority of cases, transportation produces greenhouse gas emissions 
and it is mainly dependent on fossil fuel. The future of freight transportation will lie in two 
dimensions, firstly; its on-time delivery, and secondly; its minimum environmental impact. 
Current strategies for reducing environmental impact depend on new technological solutions that 
are employed to manage existing infrastructure network. The improvement in vehicle 
technologies gives some benefits, but the future challenges must lie in promoting the modal shift. 
The author put forward ideas about joint economic-environmental sustainability of freight 
transportation.  
The published research on freight trains using HSR can be divided into two parts. The first part 
looks at opportunities to use the existing HSR network for freight trains to transport high-value 
and time-sensitive goods whilst the second part is set for studies concerning the design and 
building of new HSR lines which are dedicated for freight trains only. China, the country with 
the largest HSR network, has developed new types of freight train for speeds of 250-350 km/h. 
Yu et al [2] reported on the design of a two-stage model for the HSR cargo express operation 
which meet the needs of technical and economical requirements of train operation.  The first stage 
model considers the line capacity, loading restrictions and origin-destination demand. The second 
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stage considers the economic efficiency of train operation. The authors admitted that the market 
share of HSR cargo express trains in China is less than 1%. However, Yu et al [2] concluded that 
HSR freight trains have high efficiency, low pollution and can help reduce the external costs. 
HSR has a large capacity, high punctuality and high safety with low energy consumption for 
operation. Huang and Shuai [3] developed a model for the selection of HSR station as hubs for 
express freight transportation. They considered a number of influencing factors such as GDP, 
population, number of large enterprises, etc. Increasing the share in high-value goods transported 
by HSR will significantly improve the efficiency of HSR, increase railway income and raise the 
HSR image. The development of HSR lines will be the opportunity to shift freight to release the 
conventional rail network and use HSR for express delivery of high-value goods particularly 
overnight. Liang et al [4] compared the business model, organisation of transportation and 
performance of Germany, France and China in transporting parcels by the HSR network. The 
authors suggested that the dedicated high-speed trains are better than mixed trains. However, 
there must be enough demand for these types of train. With a small increase in the marginal 
operational costs, the mix Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) trains can be used on routes where 
there is less passenger transport demand. This will help improve the train utilisation rate.  
 
An interesting approach to transport freight by HSR is reported by Pazour et al [5]. The USA 
accounts for 26.4% of rail freight transport worldwide with over 250,000 km of railway network. 
Pazour et al [5] investigated the potential impact of developing HSR for freight transportation on 
the transport system of USA. Implementing such concept may reduce congestion and decrease 
travel time on highways of continental USA. The authors developed a model to design efficient 
HSR network between major cities in the USA and analysed its impact on the current highway 
system. With the increasing number of express delivery and just-in-time practices, the project 
attracted huge interest. Although they developed a modelling approach for improving 
transportation in the USA, such approach can also be used to improve the railway connectivity 
between China and Europe.  
Behiri et al [6] investigated the integration of urban freight transport with passenger rail network. 
A large percentage of road transport in cities around Europe is related to freight transportation 
which causes congestion, pollution and accidents.  The authors developed optimisation methods 
to solve the train, rail and station sharing problem for passenger and freight transportation.  
 
 
4 INCREASES IN DEMAND FOR EXPRESS DELIVERY SERVICES 
The globalisation has increased the amount of goods, services and capital that move across 
borders. 
A number of small sized goods that is being transported around the world in recent years have 
raised interest in developing high-speed freight trains [7]. DHL, FedEX, TNT and UPS are the 
four largest players in the global express industry [8]. These companies offer door-to-door on-
time delivery, offer possibility to change the destination and address in transit and possibility to 
track parcels through every step of its journey.  At present, the express freight transportation in 
Europe is divided between aircraft and road vehicles. In 2016, air cargo transported 53.9 million 
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tons which represent approximately 35% of global trade by value. Air transport carries $15.3 
billion worth of goods every day [9]. DHL deliver approximately 5.1 million tons of express 
cargo annually by air in Europe. DHL has over 17,000 scheduled departures per week. In the UK 
DHL has 30 aircraft, 24 of them are Boeing 757 and 6 Boeing 767 [10]. The maximum payload 
of Boing B737 is between 19 and 100 tons depending on the type of aircraft [11]. To transport 5 
million tons of express delivery freight only in Intra-Europe, a hundred thousand flights per year 
are needed. The express delivery industry very much depends on overnight transportation and in 
this case HSR can have a good opportunity to expand business by offering express freight 
services. The express services industry uses a variety of different transportation modes and HSR 
can be one of them. In the USA the express delivery service in 2003 accounted for over 60% of 
the domestic air cargo market. Intra-Europe express market response is 34% of the global express 
market [8].  
Shifting freight from roads and air to railways can reduce congestion on roads and airports, reduce 
the amount of fuel used by the transport industry and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A ton of 
freight carried by a train produces 90% less carbon dioxide emission compared to road 
transportation [12]. Furthermore, taking lorries from roads will be a substantial reduction in the 
accidents and road maintenance costs. Fuel oil is a finite mineral resource and prices on the oil 
market inevitably will increase. It was estimated that costs of freight transported by roads will 
increase by 36% by 2040 [13]. In 2015, the biggest four online shopping markets in the world 
were: UK, US, Germany and China. Share of online market will double in size by 2018 [14]. The 
goods transported by air accounts for only 3% of the total freight weight but hold 40% of the total 
value [18]. The online market is growing. In Western Europe, online sale increased from £174.76 
billion in 2015 to £262.46 billion in 2018 whilst in the USA it increased from £269.46 billion in 
2015 to £408.74 billion in 2018 [15]. 
 
The online sales increase by approximately 14% year on year. UK, Germany and France 
dominated the European market and they are responsible for 75.1% of the total online sales in 
Europe. 52% of the population in Europe and 66% of the population in USA shop online. British 
retailers are the most popular for German consumers and second most popular for China and USA 
consumers [14]. In Europe, express services deliver approximately 260 million packages each 
year and move approximately six million packages everyday worldwide. Growth rate is between 
25% and 35% annually and international trade is expected to increase by approximately 70% 
between 2009 and 2019 [16]. Trade in goods between EU and China increased from €466 billion 
in 2014 to €514 billion by 2016 which represents an annual average increase of 4.2%[17]. The 
online shopping market in China in 2014 reached 2.8 trillion CNY (China Yuan) and has an 
annual growth rate of 48.7% [4]. Rapidly growing online market in Asia-Pacific region overtake 
USA, reaching $500 billion [18].  
Expanding the online retail market increases the share of express delivery services whilst the air 
cargo market will grow by 7% year on year [19]. One third of high value goods transported 
between China and Europe is transported by air [20]. In the future the importance of express 
delivery services will only increase as world economy becomes more integrated and express 
delivery services minimize the inventory costs.  
 
 
5 THE GROWING CONGESTIONS AT AIRPORTS 
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In 2015 around 3.5 billion passengers travelled by air with 34 million scheduled departures. It 
was predicted that by 2030 these figures will be doubled [21]. Most of the airports in Europe are 
inefficient with a growing congestion and shortages of capacity [22]. 
 
 
Table 5.1: Busiest airports in Europe in 2017 
Rank Airport Total passengers Punctuality 
1 London Heathrow Airport (UK) 77,987,524 70.2% 
2 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport (France) 69,471,442 66.1% 
3 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol 
(Netherlands) 
68,515,425 68.1% 
4 Frankfurt Airport (Germany) 64,500,386 66.2% 
Source: [23], [24] 
 
Table 5.1 shows the four busiest airports in Europe with an average punctuality of around 68%. 
“On time” is considered as arrival or departure of not more than 15 minutes after schedule time. 
In 2017, the Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport in France was the most delayed major airport in 
Europe. Frankfurt Airport is another busy hub connecting inter and intra flights in Europe. With 
the scarcity of available land around the airports in Europe and technical and safety requirements 
it is difficult to expand airports. One of these examples can be Heathrow Airport. Some airlines 
are trying to solve this problem by reducing the frequency of flights and increasing the capacity 
of airplanes, but this will require an increase in the length of runways. As a result of the increasing 
wealth and population, the number of future journeys will only increase. Building new airports 
or expanding existing ones are not the best solution. The solution must lay in an integrated 
approach for transportation when transport modes, instead of competition, will work together to 
complement each other. 
 
Table 5.2: Air freight and mail transport by selected countries in Europe in 2016, freight and 
mail loaded/unloaded (in tonnes) 
Country National transport International intra-EU transport 
Volume of 
freight and mail 
Growth 
2015-2016 
(%) 
         
Volume of 
freight and mail 
Growth 
2015-2016 (%) 
France 193373 -4.2 652332 15.5 
Germany 122372 4.6 1077847 5.4 
Italy 39328 -12.6 286029 2.9 
Spain 59961 4.1 187146 5.1 
United Kingdom 96607 -9.1 457037 8.1 
 Source: [25] 
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Table 5.2 shows the increase in air freight and mail transportation in selected countries in 2016. 
In 2017, the total amount of cargo loaded and unloaded by airports worldwide increased by 7.9% 
[26]. There is an obvious increase in freight transportation by air. Boing estimated that in 2017 
there were 1870 freighters in operation and by 2037 it will increase to 3260 freighters. The main 
flight route distance in Europe is around 500-600 km and a proportion of routes where a hub is 
at an end or at a start point is around 50% [27].  The hub is a specialized airport with large cargo 
facilities where freight can be loaded, unloaded and transferred. Usually the hub is located in the 
centre of the large industrial area. There are increases in awareness concerning the negative 
environmental impact from using fossil fuel and people are getting less tolerant to continuous 
increases in noise levels whilst airports suffer from scarcity of available land around them.  These 
factors force the air transportation authorities to look for more sustainable ways to do business.  
One of the ways could be the replacement of short-haul flights by HSR. HSR has a huge 
opportunity to take an effective role in the supply chain of high-value and time-sensitive freight. 
HSR can help reduce the congestion at airports by transporting freight and passengers on the next 
leg of their journeys.   
  
Table 5.3: The selected airports in the EU-28 in terms of total freight and mail loaded/unloaded 
in 2016 ( tonnes) 
Rank Country Airport Total air 
transport  
(tonnes) 
Growth of 
total 
freight 
transport 
2015-2016 
(%) 
Total 
number 
of freight 
flights 
Growth 
of total 
number 
of flights 
2015-
2016 (%) 
1 FR Paris/Charles de 
Gaulle 
2,211,265 5.8 28000 -1.5 
2 DE Frankfurt/Main 2,111,358 1.7 21000 -0.7 
3 NL Amsterdam/Schiphol 1,771,106 7.0 17000 4.9 
4 UK London/Heathrow 1,637,582 3.1 2000 2.5 
11 ES Madrid/Barajas 404,284 5.7 9000 2.0 
18 IT Roma/Fiumicino 160,904 11.0 1000 -19.1 
Source: [28] 
Table 5.3 shows the selected airports in the EU-28 in terms of total freight and mail 
loaded/unloaded in 2016 (tonnes). The Paris Charles de Gaulle airport is the main airport in the 
EU for transporting freight and mail. Heathrow airport has only 2000 freight flights as 95% of 
Heathrow’s cargo is transported by passenger aircraft. In the EU between 2015 and 2016 there 
was a 6.8% growth in international air freight transportation and 3.9% in air mail transportation 
[25]. In the future, the growing number of passengers and increases in freight volumes in Europe 
mean that EU airports will be operating 24/7 and 365 days per year. For example, Boeing will 
increase the number of freighters from 1870 in 2017 to 3260 by 2037 whilst the highest increase 
in freight carriers will be for their 757’s and 737’s with a capacity of less than 45 tonnes [29]. 
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Obviously, there is an increasing demand for express delivery. Currently, air-road fulfills this 
demand.  However, there is a big opportunity for HSR to cooperate with air and road transport to 
replace short-haul flights between airports by HSR.  The HSR can also serve as a feeder for inter-
continental air freight transportation.  
 
 
 
 
6 THE CURRENT SITUATION OF HSR FREIGHT TRANSPORT 
There has been a worldwide increase in the number of HSR links and many of them are 
international ones. The length of HSR network increases day by day, as many countries have 
invested substantially in developing HSR which in 2017 reached 40,832 km, [30]. The HSR 
network is growing internationally and links France, Belgium, Spain, UK and Germany. In the 
future, there will be a similar connection between Italy and France. The majority of HSR lines 
around the world are dedicated to passenger traffic and mainly to one type of train.  
The construction of the HSR needs a huge investment. As the majority of the HSRs are 
unprofitable, shifting the high-value and time-sensitive freight from air and road to the HSR can 
sufficiently increase the load factor of lines and this in turn increases the revenues of HSRs. It 
will also reduce the external costs of building and operating HSRs.  The HSR operational cost is 
substantially less than that of air transportation. That means, shifting the freight from air to HSR 
will reduce the transportation cost which has been growing steadily in such a way that it is almost 
10% of the purchasing cost. Express operators barely cover the cost of air fares and they keep 
looking for a more economical way of transportation [31].  Travel time will play a crucial role in 
shifting freight from airlines to HSR, but it will depend on the distance between the freight 
terminals and airports in addition to the operational speed of the HSR.  
Worldwide, there are 17 countries that have HSRs, but at present most of these systems are 
designated to transport passengers and they are not developed to carry freight [30]. The 
punctuality, resilience to weather conditions, cost efficiency and speed are the major factors that 
will help HSR to be a strong competitor to the freight carriers in Europe. Some countries already 
have the freight services that are operating on HSR, such as Italy, Germany and UK. The freight 
services from Europe to London use HS1. In France, TGV passenger trains were converted to 
transport express freight on the railway network that links the North and South. The freight train 
TGV “La Poste” had operated with a maximum speed of up to 270 km/h since the 1980’s but 
recently it was decided to stop such service because of the reduced number of postage and 
additional costs [32].  
Lufthansa partly owns a carrier goods service company that buys capacity from DB running Inter 
Cargo-Express HS freight trains at speed up to 160 km/h. In Germany, the freight trains on HSR 
operate during the night with a fixed schedule time. The night freight trains are very convenient 
for the express delivery companies. Parcels can be collected on the afternoon, transported during 
the night and then delivered in the morning. Railway transport produces almost three times less 
carbon dioxide emissions than road transport [33] and transporting by railway is 50% cheaper 
than by air and twice as faster than by sea [34].  
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In China, HSR has been used to deliver parcels since 2012. Express delivery services in China 
use the passenger Electric Multiple Units (EMU) which carry passengers in addition to parcels 
located in special luggage sections. Currently, in China approximately 5% of express cargo is 
transported by railways [4]. Presently China is building new Rolling Stock (RS) for freight which 
will be used on HSR, and their design is based on the same principles as existing passenger bullet 
trains. China is developing two types of freight trains using HSR; super-fast with speed up to 300 
km/h and fast freight trains with speed up to 160 km/h. The super-fast freight trains would be 
competitive with air cargo whilst fast trains would be competitive with road transportation [35]. 
These trains will use the HSR which was previously dedicated for passenger trains. China started 
developing a freight bullet train back to 2014. The freight trains will deliver high-value freight 
such as e-commerce parcels. In China, there is a strong tendency to reduce the bulk freight on 
railways and increase non-bulk freight. 
USA has only one HSR line from Boston via New York to Washington DC, Amtrak’s Acela 
Services, where trains in some parts reach a speed of up to 240 km/h. Amtrak offers the freight 
express services by using their passenger trains to carry freight and post. The entire railway 
system in the USA is integrated in one railway network without any border crossings in 
comparison with railway networks in Europe, which are very fragmented with international 
borders and different topography from country to country. In the USA, on some of the Amtrak 
routes, revenues from express freight and mail traffic provide approximately 40% of the total 
revenue. Some of Amtrak long distance trains carry more freight carriages than passengers. Apart 
from parcel and post, Amtrak transported special HS refrigerated carriages that can be coupled 
in one train with passenger carriages. They found that capacity of refrigerated carriages was 
approximately three times higher than if the HGV was used [36]. Countries that are transporting 
freight by HSR are presented in Table 6.1.  
 
Table 6.1: Countries transporting freight by HSR (Data taken from various resources) 
Country Speed km/h Rolling Stock (RS) Type of Freight 
Germany ≤160 Converted from passenger RS Post, Parcels  
Sweden ≤160 Modified freight RS Post, Parcels 
USA ≤240 Modified freight RS Post, Parcels 
China ≤360 Specially designed RS Post, Parcels 
 
The first delegated freight high-speed train to become operational in Italy was in 2018. It connects 
the terminal Maddalone-Marcianise in Caserta in the South of Italy with Bologna Interport hub 
in the North. The operational speed of the train that consists of 18 tractor-trailers is 180km/h. 
Freight is transported in rolling containers which accelerate the loading and unloading processes.  
Italian State Railways and Mercitalia Fast are planning to expand transportation of freight by 
HSR to other destinations in Italy [37]. 
 
7 THE CONCEPT OF FREIGHT HSR SERVICE 
The freight HSR service concept includes: 
• Establishing the intermodal and inter-national demand of the freight with respect to the 
O-D flows. 
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• Develop origin-destination routes that include hubs and terminals and link them in one 
network. 
• Transport modes cooperation principles, road-rail-air-rail-road, cooperation among 
separate systems. The HSR can be as a complementary mode to relieve congestions at 
airports or be part of the air transport services.  
• Express freight HSR principles, mix or dedicated (for example transportation of freight 
in dedicated compartments of passenger trains, dedicated carriages or dedicated freight 
trains). 
• Design of appropriate Rolling Stock to match the demand for freight transportation by 
HSR. The carriages are dedicated only for freight or be dual-purpose that will allow 
altering according to the needs of passengers or freight. 
• Offer a quality of service that will satisfy customers, as customers want to have parcels 
delivered on time and with acceptable posting costs.  
The concept of freight transportation by HSR must also include a decision on delivery time and 
geographical coverage. The concept will support determining the routes that reduce the cost of 
transportation from origin to destination, reduce the environmental damages and satisfy the 
customers service enquiries. Development of high-speed freight transportation will bring huge 
economic, operational and social opportunities for society. It can reduce the number of short 
cargo flights in Europe, reduce the number of lorries on roads and the resultant carbon dioxide 
emissions, in addition to attracting new enterprises to transport freight by HSR and to develop 
new freight terminals. The development of high-speed freight transportation will reduce the 
dependency on fossil fuel. It is important to mention that, more than 60% of the population 
support an increase in freight transportation by rail [38].   
The first step to shift freight from air to HSR will be to determine the origins and destination of 
freight flow and the corresponding routes. There will be a need to look at the two most important 
elements of the air-HSR system, namely; the development of multimodal terminals and 
coordinated timetables. Developing the air-HSR hubs and constructing new HSR links to airports 
will not only support the passenger transportation by HSR but overcome one of the barriers of 
developing freight services on HSR. The increasing speed and widening of the HSR network will 
make it more possible to collect parcels in the evening and delivering them the following morning 
across all Europe. The growth in the world’s GDP and population will increase the demand for 
high-value goods and efficient transport services. DHL forecasted that by 2020, online sales in 
the UK will grow by 600% compared to that of 2012 [39].  
One of the undeveloped areas in shifting freight from air to HSR is the need to have a suitable 
rolling stock. There are two ways to develop freight rolling stock for HSR; it can either be 
converted from existing passenger trains to carry freight or developed for a dedicated freight 
rolling stock. Developing new HSR rolling stock can take up to 5-7 years. For technical and 
operational reasons, the axle loading for HSR freight carriages may need to be similar to that of 
passenger trains. In order to help reducing the loading and unloading time, HSR can use the same 
types of container that used for air freight carriers.  
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Consider Figure 7.1. Most of the passenger HSR trains are of fixed Electric Multiple Units (EMU) 
trainset. To operate freight express services by HSR, trains can be divided into three different 
models. The first of these models presumes that the unit has some carriages that will be designated 
to transport passengers but some of the carriages will transport freight. In the first model when 
flow of freight is not stable it can use specially designed EMU that can be easily converted to 
transport passengers or freight depending on the demand. The second model assumes that there 
will be different trainsets for passengers and for freight. The freight dedicated EMU can be 
coupled with passenger EMU for some time to travel together. They have different starting and 
different destination points. During the travel time between origin and destinations, these freight 
units can be switched a number of times from one to another passenger train. Freight express 
EMUs can travel with passenger units in the day time and alone during the night time. This will 
reduce the freight delivery time and increase the utilisation of the rolling stock and HSR 
infrastructure. The third model presumes that freight will be transported by dedicated EMU units 
that will travel alone from origin to destination. The number of carriages dedicated for freight 
can be fixed or variable. The type of trains-mix or dedicated freight will depend on the volume 
of goods. 
Freight transportation by HSR can be relevant only if it does not affect passenger traffic. Also, 
there are needs to look for origin-destination pairs where the demand for freight can be in both 
directions from port to port or from airport to airport replacing short flights or long HGV journeys.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure: 7.1 Three models of operating freight services on HSR (Source: created by the author) 
 
There are two ways to increase the HSR share in freight transportation; either increasing the 
number of hubs which connect air and HSR or ports and HSR or deploy HSR as the main 
transportation mode. At the design stage of the HSR station, there must be provided a storage 
space for high-value and time-sensitive goods before and after they are transported by rail. It is 
very expensive to expand a station and build these areas once a station is built.  Another option 
is to adapt the existing freight terminals for high-value time-sensitive goods that would be 
transported by HSR.  
ATA-01 
ATA-01 ATA-01 
ATA-01 
EMU unit that has carriages dedicated for express freight 
Coupled passenger and freight EMUs 
EMU that is dedicated for freight transport only 
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Linking major air cargo and port hubs in Europe by high speed freight transportation can be an 
alternative to short haul air cargo routes or using the road transportation. This will reduce the 
carbon dioxide emissions, reduce the noise level, reduce the congestion on roads and at airports 
and improve the long-distance air cargo connectivity and safety on roads. Very often there are 
constraints on land due to the expansion of airports and highways. Railways use less land than 
roads or airports and offer more capacity. However, mixed traffic on HSR will have a 
considerably bigger effect on the maintenance of the infrastructure and will reduce the time that 
is available for maintenance. There will be a need for better coordination and cooperation among 
infrastructure managers when major maintenance is needed. 
 
 
 
8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
There is an obvious change in the types of freight transported by railways and there are needs to 
adapt to this situation. Worldwide, there is a new growing market created by the expanding use 
of the internet and the increases in mobile shopping and e-commerce. The express delivery 
industry is growing rapidly as one of the fastest growing sectors of the economy, which means 
that there are new opportunities for express freight using HSR. With the growing and integrating 
global economy, share of guaranteed express delivery services will only increase. In recent years,  
the requirements of users have changed dramatically as people expect more product variety, next 
day delivery and door-to-door delivery.  To satisfy such demands, there is a need for a higher 
level of variety and reliability in the supply chain.    
HSR can move freight in the most sustainable way and can sufficiently improve the trade links 
within Europe and between Europe and Asia. 
Currently the freight services in Europe are fragmented and need technical standardisation across 
various countries and improvement in the cooperation among different infrastructure authorities. 
There is a need to investigate the capability of existing HSR to transport freight and the technical 
and operational constraints concerning mixed traffic. Another serious constraint is the increase 
in the cost of the maintenance of mixed lines. The maintenance of the mixed lines is expensive 
and requires much longer time to be completed. However, the required maintenance and related 
time can be reduced by the implementation of the preventative maintenance instead of the reactive 
one and the use of advanced real-time sensors that continuously monitor the conditions of existing 
railway infrastructure and rolling stock.  This also means that it would be possible to allocate 
more time during the night time for freight services. 
Development of suitably designed and located terminals is another constraint for freight 
transportation on HSR. Terminals are a place where freight enters and leaves the railway system 
and they are hugely important for efficient and sustainable performance of railways. There is a 
need to develop road-rail-air terminals and to close any gaps in the well linked and integrated 
transport network of road-rail-air-rail-road. They can be located near airports, sea ports or near 
railway stations. However, the development of new HSR terminals may require substantial 
investments in the new HSR infrastructure. Most HSR stations are constructed for passenger 
purpose only. With the increasing demand for freight express delivery services and the 
introduction of freight trains using HSR, there is a need to construct new freight yards and 
terminals which can be located near the HSR stations or near local express distribution centres.  
These can be connected with the HSR through a branch line. The freight transport on the HSR 
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could face a problem in terms of creating a timetable as freight trains do not follow a regular 
timetable. They fluctuate at short notice to meet demand and this affects the line capacity. There 
are also some infrastructure constraints as high-speed freight train should be able to operate on 
lines with steep gradient. 
To promote the shifting of freight from air to rail, it would be necessary to have the same 
conditions for both transportation modes. The fuel of air transport and railway transport must be 
taxed in the same way [40]. A sustainable transport system means that each transport user pays 
the full marginal cost. It will encourage the use of the infrastructure more efficiently, reduce the 
negative effect from transport and improve the equality among various transport modes. It will 
help the shifting of traffic from roads and airlines to more sustainable modes of transportation. In 
turn, it will bring sufficient reduction in the environmental externalities that overall will make all 
transport systems more sustainable. 
The benefits from shifting freight from air to HSR are: 
• For Air Transport- reduction in congestion, improvement in accessibility and 
punctuality, generation of new demand, overall increases in the utilization of transport 
infrastructure and general improvement in airport efficiency. 
• For HSR- generation of new demand, increases in load factor, overall increases in the 
utilization of transport infrastructure and increases in revenue. 
• For Customer-  reduction in cost and increases in service quality. 
• For Society- reduction in the transportation cost and which may increase the demand 
and revenue, reduction of air and noise pollution, reduction in the number of accidents, 
improvement of airport punctuality and capacity, improvement of the railway revenue 
and a reduction of HSR subsidies. The shifting of freight from air to HSR will enable 
the HSRs increase their loading factor and help increasing the air industry capacity 
whilst reducing the negative environmental impact and support fulfilling the transport 
industry’s social-economic obligations. The cost and prices of purchases will decrease 
which will increase the demand and overall boost the economy.  
Building and operating a successful HSR is an expensive business and it looks doubtful enough 
that HSR operators or state-owned rail companies will be able just by themselves to establish 
HSR freight transportation. In order to reduce the delivery time and have coordinated timetables, 
the freight transportation by HSR must be part of an air transport system. It needs to have a fully 
controlled system possibly within one company where the HSR is part of an express logistic 
system. The logistic companies own airplanes and road vehicles and therefore it will be more 
logical and practical if they are able to own rail services as well. The local and regional authorities 
can be co-founders of new freight HSRs. Considering the fact that there is a limited sky capacity 
above Europe, shifting freight from air to HSR can reduce the congestion at airports, increase the 
HSR revenues and expand the volume of the existing airport systems. 
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